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A subset of this paper will appear in the Distributed Systems dependable distributed computing systems. For example, eEngineering Journal’s “Online” edition, March 2000.
commerce systems and online stock trading systems concurrently service many clients that transmit a large, often bursty,
number of requests. To protect initial hardware investments
Abstract
and avoid overcommitting resources these systems scale incrementally by connecting servers via high-speed networks and
CORBA is increasingly popular as distributed object comeither purchasing new servers as the number of clients increase
puting middleware for systems with stringent quality of seror leasing server cycles during peak hours.
vice (QoS) requirements, including scalability and dependAn increasingly popular and cost effective technique to imability. One way to improve the scalability and dependability
prove networked server performance is load balancing, where
of CORBA-based applications is to balance system processhardware and/or software mechanisms determine which server
ing load among multiple server hosts. Load balancing can
will execute each client request. Load balancing mechanisms
help improve system scalability by ensuring that client applidistribute client workload equitably among back-end servers
cation requests are distributed and processed equitably across
to improve overall system responsiveness. These mechanisms
a group of servers. Likewise, it can help improve system decan be provided in any or all of the following layers in a dispendability by adapting dynamically to system configuration
tributed system:
changes that arise from hardware or software failures.
 Network-based load balancing: This type of load balThis paper presents three contributions to research on
CORBA-based load balancing. First, we describe deficiencies ancing is provided by IP routers and domain name servers
with common load-balancing techniques, such as introducing (DNS) that service a pool of host machines. For example,
unnecessary overhead or not adapting dynamically to chang- when a client resolves a hostname, the DNS can assign a difing load conditions. Second, we present a novel adaptive load ferent IP address to each request dynamically based on current
balancing service that can be implemented efficiently using load conditions. The client then contacts the designated backstandard CORBA features. Finally, we present the results of end server, unaware that a different server could be selected
benchmark experiments that evaluate the pros and cons of dif- for its next DNS resolution. Routers can also be used to bind
ferent load balancing strategies empirically by measuring the a TCP flow to any back-end server based on the current load
overhead of each strategy and showing how well each strategy conditions and then use that binding for the duration of the
flow.
balances system load.
High volume Web sites often use network-based load balKeywords: Middleware, patterns, CORBA, load balancing.
ancing at the network layer (layer 3) and transport layer (layer
4). Layer 3 and 4 load balancing (referred to as “switching” in the trade literature [1]), use the IP address/hostname
1 Introduction
and port, respectively, to determine where to forward packMotivation: The growth of online Internet services during ets. Load balancing at these layers is somewhat limited, howthe past decade has increased the demand for scalable and ever, by the fact that they do not take into account the content
of client requests. Instead, higher-layer mechanisms–such as
 This work was funded in part by Automated Trading Desk, BBN, Cisco, the so-called layer 5 switching described below–perform load
DARPA contract 9701516, and Siemens MED.
balancing in accordance with the content of requests, such as
1
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 Middleware-based load balancing: This type of load
balancing is performed in middleware, often on a per-session
or per-request basis. For example, layer 5 switching [1] has
become a popular technique to determine which Web server
should receive a client request for a particular URL. This strategy also allows the detection of “hot spots,” i.e., frequently accessed URLs, so that additional resources can be allocated to
handle the large number of requests for such URLs.
This paper focuses on another type of middleware-based
load balancing supported by object request brokers (ORBs),
such as CORBA [4]. ORB middleware allows clients to invoke
operations on distributed objects without concern for object
location, programming language, OS platform, communication protocols and interconnects, and hardware [5]. Moreover,
ORBs can determine which client requests to route to which
object replicas on which servers.
Middleware-based load balancing can be used in conjunction with the specialized network-based and OS-based load
balancing mechanisms outlined above. It can also be applied on top of commodity-off-the-shelf (COTS) networks
and operating systems, which helps reduce cost. In addition,
middleware-based load balancing can provide semanticallyrich customization hooks to perform load balancing based on
a wide range of application-specific load balancing conditions,
such as run-time I/O vs. CPU overhead conditions.

Replies

 OS-based load balancing: This type of load balancing
is provided by distributed operating systems via clustering,
load sharing1 , and process migration [2] mechanisms. Clustering is a cost effective way to achieve high-availability and
high-performance by combining many commodity computers
to improve overall system processing power. Processes can
then be distributed transparently among computers in the cluster.
Clusters generally employ load sharing and process migration. Balancing load across processors–or more generally
across network nodes–can be achieved via process migration
mechanisms [3], where the state of a process is transferred between nodes. Transferring process state requires significant
platform infrastructure support to handle platform differences
between nodes. It may also limit applicability to programming
languages based on virtual machines, such as Java.
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Figure 1: A Distributed Online Stock Trading System
back-end servers–called replicas–that process session creation
requests sent by clients over a network. A replica is an object
that can perform the same tasks as the original object. Server
replicas that perform the same operations can be grouped together into back-end server groups, which are also known as
replica groups or object groups.
For the example in Figure 1, a session factory [6] is replicated in an effort to reduce the load on any given factory. The
load in this case is a combination of (1) the average number of
session creation requests per unit time and (2) the total amount
of resources employed currently to create sessions at a given
location. Loads are then balanced across all replicas in the session factory replica group. The replicas need not reside at the
same location.
The sole purpose of session factories is to create stock trading sessions. Therefore, factories need not retain state, i.e.,
they are stateless. Moreover, in this type of system client requests arrive dynamically–not deterministically–and the duration of each request many not be known a priori.
These conditions require that the distributed online stock
trading system be able to redistribute requests to replicas dynamically. Otherwise, one or more replicas may potentially
become overloaded, whereas others will be underutilized. In
other words, the system must adapt to changing load conditions. In theory, applying adaptivity in conjunction with multiple back-end servers can

CORBA load balancing example: To illustrate the benefits
of middleware-based load balancing, consider the CORBAbased online stock trading system shown in Figure 1. A distributed online stock trading system creates sessions through
which trading is conducted. This system consists of multiple
1 “Load sharing” should not be confused with “load balancing,” e.g., processing resources can be shared among processors but not necessarily balanced.

 Increase the scalability and dependability of the system;
2

 Reduce the initial investment when the number of clients
is small; and

 Per-session – Client requests will continue to be forwarded to the same replica for the duration of a session2 ,
which is usually defined by the lifetime of the client [7].

 Allow the system to scale up gracefully to handle more
clients and processing workload in larger configurations.

 Per-request – Each client request will be forwarded to a
potentially different replica, i.e., bound to a replica each
time a request is invoked.

In practice, achieving this degree of scalability and dependability requires a sophisticated load balancing service. Ideally, this service should be transparent to existing online stock
trading components. Moreover, if incoming requests arrive
dynamically, a load balancing service may not benefit from
a priori QoS specifications, scheduling, or admission control
and must therefore adapt dynamically to changes in run-time
conditions.
The CORBA load balancing service described in this paper fulfills the needs of applications with high scalability requirements, such as the online stock trading system described
above. In contrast, neither the network-based nor OS-based
load balancing solutions provide as straightforward, portable,
and economical a means of adapting load balancing decisions
based on application-level request characteristics, such as content and duration.

 On-demand – Client requests can be re-bound to another
replica whenever deemed necessary by the load balancer.
This design forces a client to send its requests to a different replica than the one it is sending requests to currently.
Balancing policy: When designing a load balancing service
it is important to select an appropriate algorithm that decides
which replica will process each incoming request. For example, applications where all requests generate nearly identical
amounts of load can use a simple round-robin algorithm, while
applications where load generated by each request cannot be
predicted in advance may require more advanced algorithms.
In general, load balancing policies can be classified into the
following categories:

Paper organization: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the pros and cons of alternative load balancing architectures; Section 3 evaluates the
performance of alternative load balancing strategies empirically; Section 4 compares our adaptive middleware-based load
balancing service with related work; and Section 5 presents
concluding remarks.

 Non-adaptive – A load balancer can use non-adaptive
policies, such as a simple round-robin algorithm or a randomization algorithm, to select which replica will handle
a particular request.
 Adaptive – A load balancer can use adaptive policies
that utilize run-time information, such as the amount of
idle CPU available on each back-end server, to select the
replica that will handle a particular request.

2 Overview of Alternative CORBA
Load Balancing Strategies and Ar- 2.2 Load Balancing Architectures
By combining the strategies described above in various ways,
chitectures

it is possible to create the alternative load balancing architecIn this section we describe a variety of strategies and architec- tures described below. In the ensuing discussion, we evaluate
the pros and cons of these strategies qualitatively. Section 3
tures for devising CORBA load balancing services.
then evaluates these different strategies quantitatively.

2.1 Load Balancing Strategies

Non-adaptive per-session architectures: One way to design a CORBA load balancer is make to the load balancer
select the target replica when a client/server session is first
established, i.e., when a client obtains an object reference to
a CORBA object–namely the replica–and connects to that object, as shown in Figure 2.
Note that the balancing policy in this architecture is nonadaptive since the client interacts with the same server to
which it was directed originally, regardless of that server’s load
conditions. This architecture is suitable for load balancing

There are various strategies for designing CORBA load balancing services. These strategies can be classified along the
following orthogonal dimensions:
Client binding granularity: A load balancer binds a client
request to a replica each time a load balancing decision is
made. Specifically, a client’s requests are bound to the replica
selected by the load balancer. Client binding mechanisms include GIOP LOCATION FORWARD messages, modified standard CORBA services, or ad hoc proprietary interfaces. Regardless of the mechanism, client binding can be classified according to its granularity, as follows:

2 In the context of CORBA, a session defines the period of time during
which a client is connected to a given server for the purpose of invoking remote operations on objects in that server.
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Adaptive per-session architecture: This architecture is
similar to the non-adaptive per-session approach. The primary difference is that an adaptive per-session can use runtime load information to select the replica, thereby alleviating the need to bind new clients to heavily loaded replicas.
This strategy only represents a slight improvement, however,
since the load generated by clients can change after binding
decisions are made. In this situation, the adaptive on-demand
architecture offers a clear advantage since it can respond to
dynamic changes in client load.
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Figure 2: A Non-Adaptive Per-Session Architecture

Adaptive per-request architectures: A more adaptive request architecture for CORBA load balancing is shown in Figure 3. This design introduces a front-end server, which is a

policies that implement round-robin or randomized balancing
algorithms.
Different clients can be directed to different object replicas by either using (1) a middleware activation daemon, such
as a CORBA Implementation Repository [8] or (2) a lookup
service, such as the CORBA Naming or Trading service. For
example, Orbix [9] provides an extension to the CORBA Naming Service that returns references to object replicas in either
a random or round-robin order.
Load balancing services based on a per-session client binding architecture can satisfy requirements for application transparency, increased system dependability, minimal overhead,
and CORBA interoperability. The primary benefit of persession client binding is that it incurs less run-time overhead
than the alternative architectures described below.
Non-adaptive per-session architectures do not, however, satisfy the requirement to handle dynamic client operation request patterns adaptively. In particular, forwarding is performed only when the client binds to the object, i.e., when
it invokes its first request. Overall system performance may
suffer, therefore, if multiple clients that impose high loads are
bound to the same server, even if other servers are less loaded.
Unfortunately, non-adaptive per-session architectures have no
provisions to reassign their clients to available servers.
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Figure 3: An Adaptive Per-request Architecture
proxy [10] that receives all client requests. In this case, the
“front-end server” is the load balancer. The load balancer
selects an appropriate back-end server replica in accordance
with its load balancing policy and forwards the request to that
replica. The front-end server proxy waits for the replica’s reply to arrive and then returns it to the client. Informational
messages–called load advisories–are sent from the load balancer to replicas when attempting to balance loads. These advisories cause the replicas to either accept requests or redirect
them back to the load balancer.
The primary benefit of an adaptive request forwarding architecture is its potential for greater scalability and fairness. For
example, the front-end server proxy can examine the current
load on each replica before selecting the target of each request,
which may allow it to distribute load more equitably. Hence,
this forwarding architecture is suitable for use with adaptive
load balancing policies.
Unfortunately, this architecture can also introduce excessive
latency and network overhead because each request is processed by a front-end server. Moreover, two new network messages are introduced:

Non-adaptive per-request architectures: A non-adaptive
per-request architecture shares many characteristics with the
non-adaptive per-session architecture. The primary difference
is that a client is bound to a replica each time a request is
invoked in the non-adaptive per-request architecture, rather
than just once during the initial request binding. This architecture has the disadvantage of degrading performance due to
increased communication overhead, as shown in Section 3.2.
Non-adaptive on-demand architectures: Non-adaptive
on-demand architectures have the same characteristics as
their per-session counterparts described above. However,
non-adaptive on-demand architectures allow re-shuffling of
client bindings at an arbitrary point in time. Note that run-time
information, such as CPU load, is not used to decide when to
rebind clients. Instead, clients could be re-bound at regular
time intervals, for example.

1. The request from the front-end server to the replica; and
2. The corresponding reply from the back-end server
(replica) to the front-end server.
4

In addition, to ensure that the system is scalable and dependable (e.g., no single point of failure), multiple intermediate
servers may be required. This configuration in turn requires
complex algorithms that propagate the current load information to all front-end servers. It also requires a mechanism to
assign clients to the correct front-end server. In a sense, therefore, the load balancing problem must be solved both for backend and front-end servers, which complicates system design
and implementation.

The primary drawback with adaptive on-demand architectures is that server replicas must be prepared to receive messages from a load balancer and redirect clients to that load balancer. Although the required changes do not affect application
logic, application developers must modify a server’s initialization and activation components to respond to the load advisory
messages mentioned above.
It is possible to overcome some drawbacks of adaptive
on-demand load balancers, however, by applying standard
CORBA portable interceptors [11]. Likewise, implementaAdaptive on-demand architecture: This architecture is the tions based on the patterns [12] in the CORBA Component
primary focus of the remainder of this paper. As shown in Fig- Model (CCM) [13] can implement load balancing without reure 4, clients receive an object reference to the load balancer quiring changes to application code. In the CCM, a container
is responsible for configuring the portable object adapter
(POA) [5] that manages a component. Thus, TAO’s adaptive on-demand load balancer just requires enhancing standard
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Performance Results

For load balancing to improve the overall performance of
CORBA-based systems significantly, the load balancing service must incur minimal overhead. A key contribution of
TAO’s load balancing service is that it increases overall system
throughput by distributing requests across multiple back-end
servers (replicas) without increasing round-trip latency and jitter significantly.
This section describes the design and results of several experiments we performed to measure the benefits of TAO’s load
balancing strategy empirically, as well as to demonstrate the
limitations with the alternative load balancing strategies outlined in Section 2. The first set of experiments in Section 3.2
show the amount of overhead incurred by the request forwarding architectures described in this paper. The second set of
experiments in Section 3.3 demonstrate how TAO’s load balancer can maintain balanced loads dynamically and efficiently,
whereas alternative load balancing strategies cannot.

Figure 4: An Adaptive On-Demand Architecture
initially. Using CORBA’s standard LOCATION FORWARD
mechanism, the load balancer can redirect the initial client request to the appropriate target server replica. CORBA clients
will continue to use the new object reference obtained as part
of the LOCATION FORWARD message to communicate with
this replica directly until they are redirected again or finish
their conversation.
Unlike the non-adaptive architectures described earlier,
adaptive load balancers that forward requests on-demand can
monitor replica load continuously. Using this load information
and the policies specified by an application, a load balancer
can determine how equitably the load is distributed. When
load becomes unbalanced, the load balancer can communicate
with one or more replicas and request them to use the standard
CORBA LOCATION FORWARD mechanism to redirect subsequent clients back to the load balancer. The load balancer will
then redirect the client to a less loaded replica. Upon receipt
of a LOCATION FORWARD message, a standard CORBA client
ORB re-contacts the load balancer, which then redirects the
client transparently to a less heavily loaded replica.
Using this architecture, the overall distributed object computing system can (1) recover from unequitable client/replica
bindings while (2) amortizing the additional network and processing overhead over multiple requests. This strategy requires minimal changes to the application initialization code
and no changes to the object implementations (servants) themselves.

3.1

Hardware/Software Benchmarking Platform

Benchmarks performed for this paper were run using three 733
MHz dual CPU Intel Pentium III workstations, and one 400
MHz quad CPU Intel Pentium II Xeon workstation, all running
Debian GNU/Linux “potato” (GLIBC 2.1), with Linux kernel
version 2.2.16. GNU/Linux is an open-source operating system that supports kernel-level multi-tasking, multi-threading,
and symmetric multiprocessing. All workstations are connected through a 100 Mbps ethernet switch. This testbed is
depicted in Figure 5. All benchmarks were run in the POSIX
5

support for TAO’s adaptive on-demand load balancer to the
classic Latency test. The Latency test client code remained unchanged, thereby preserving client transparency.
This variant quantified the performance and scalability impact
of TAO’s adaptive on-demand load balancer.

Dual CPU
Replica Host

3.2

Quad CPU
Client Host

100 MBps
Network Switch

Dual CPU
Load Balancer
Host

Benchmarking the Overhead of Load Balancing Mechanisms

These benchmarks measure the degree of end-to-end overhead
incurred by adding load balancing to CORBA applications.
Overhead measurement technique: The overhead experiments presented in this paper compute the throughput, latency,
and jitter incurred to communicate between a single-threaded
client and a single-threaded server (i.e., one replica) using the
following four request forwarding architectures:

Dual CPU
Replica Host

1. No load balancing: To establish a performance baseline without load balancing, the Latency performance test
was first run between a single-threaded client and a singlethreaded server (one replica) residing on separate workstareal-time thread scheduling class [14]. This scheduling class tions. These results reflect the baseline performance of a TAO
enhances the integrity of our results by ensuring the threads client/server application.
created during the experiment were not preempted arbitrarily
2. A non-adaptive per-session client binding architecduring their execution.
ture: We then configured TAO’s load balancer to use the
The core CORBA benchmarking software is based on the
non-adaptive per-session load balancing strategy when balanc“Latency” performance test distributed with the TAO opening loads on a Latency test server. We did this by simply
3
source software release. Figure 1 illustrates the basic design
adding the registration code to the Latency test server impleof this performance test. All benchmarks use one of the folmentation, which causes the replica to register itself with the
lowing variations of the Latency test:
load balancer so that it can be load balanced. No changes to
1. Classic Latency test: In this benchmark, we use high- the core Latency test implementation were made. Since the
resolution OS timers to measure the throughput, latency, and replica sends no feedback to the load balancer, this benchmark
jitter of requests made on an instance of a CORBA object that establishes a baseline for the best performance achievable by
verifies a given integer is prime. Prime number factorization a load balancer that utilizes a per-session client binding granprovides a suitable workload for our load balancing tests since ularity.
each operation runs for a relatively long time. In addition, it
3. A non-adaptive per-request client binding architecis a stateless service that shields the results from transitional
ture: Next, we added a specialized non-adaptive per-request
effects that would otherwise occur when transferring state be“forwarding server” to the original Latency test. This server
tween load balanced stateful replicas.
just forwards client requests to an unmodified backend server.
2. Latency test with non-adaptive per-request load balanc- The forwarding server resided on a different machine than eiing strategy: This variant of Latency test was designed to ther the client or backend server, which themselves each ran
demonstrate the performance and scalability of optimal load on separate workstations. Since the forwarding server is esbalancing using per-request forwarding as the underlying re- sentially a lightweight load balancer, this benchmark provides
quest forwarding architecture. This variant added a special- a baseline for the best performance achievable by a load balized “forwarding server” to the test, whose sole purpose was ancer using a per-request client binding granularity.
to forward requests to a target server at the fastest possible
4. An adaptive on-demand client binding architecture:
rate. No changes were made to the client.
Finally, TAO’s adaptive on-demand client binding granular3. Latency test with TAO’s adaptive on-demand load bal- ity was included in the experiment, which reacts to the curancing strategy: This variant of the Latency test added rent load on the Latency test server. TAO’s load balancer,
3 See $TAO ROOT/performance-tests/Latency/ in the TAO rethe client, and the server each ran on separate workstations,
lease for the source code of this benchmark.
i.e., three workstations were involved in this benchmark. No
Figure 5: Load Balancing Experiment Testbed
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Throughput (events per second)

changes were made to the client portion of the Latency test,
nor were any substantial changes made to the core servant implementation.
Overhead benchmark results: The results illustrated in
Figure 6 quantify the latency imposed by adding load
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Figure 7: Load Balancing Throughput Overhead
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Figure 7 illustrates that throughput decreases dramatically
in the per-request strategy due to the fact that it (1) forwards requests on behalf of the client and (2) forwards replies received
from the replica to the client, thereby doubling the communication required to complete a request. This architecture is
clearly not suitable for throughput-sensitive applications.
In contrast, the throughput in TAO’s load balancing approach only decreased slightly with respect to the case where
no load balancing was performed. The slight decrease in
throughput can be attributed to the same factors that caused
the slight in increase in latency described above, i.e., (1) additional resources used by the load monitor and (2) the communication between the load balancer and the load monitor.

0
Classic Latency
Performance Test

Latency Test w/Per- Latency Test w/Per- Latency Test w/TAO
Session Load
Request Load
On-Demand Load
Balancer
Balancer
Balancer

Figure 6: Load Balancing Latency Overhead
balancing–specifically request forwarding–to the Latency
performance test. All overhead benchmarks were run with
200,000 iterations. As shown in this figure, a non-adaptive
per-session approach imposes essentially no latency overhead
to the classic Latency test. In contrast, the non-adaptive
per-request approach more than doubles the average latency.
TAO’s adaptive on-demand approach adds little latency. The
slight increase in latency incurred by TAO’s approach is
caused by

3.3

Load Balancing Strategy Effectiveness

The following set of benchmarks quantify how effective each
 The additional processing resources the load monitor
load balancing strategy is at maintaining balanced load across
needs to perform load monitoring; and
a given set of replicas. First, the effectiveness of the non The resources used when sending periodic load reports to adaptive per-session load balancing strategy is shown. Next,
the load balancer, i.e., “push-based” load monitoring.
the effectiveness of the adaptive on-demand strategy employed
by TAO is illustrated. In all cases, we used the Latency test
These results clearly show that it is possible to minimize lafrom the overhead benchmarks in Section 3.2 for the experitency overhead, yet still provide adaptive load balancing. As
ments.
shown in Figure 6, the jitter did not change appreciably between each of the test cases, which illustrates that load bal- Effectiveness measurement technique: The goal of this
ancing hardly affects the time required for client requests to benchmark was to overload certain replicas in a group and then
measure how different load balancing strategies handled the
complete.
Figure 7 shows how the average throughput differs between imbalanced loads. We hypothesized that loads across replieach load balancing strategy. Again, only one client and one cas should remain imbalanced when using non-adaptive perserver were used for this experiment. Not surprisingly, the session load balancing strategies. Conversely, when using
throughput remained basically unchanged for the non-adaptive adaptive load balancing strategies, such as TAO’s adaptive
per-session approach since only one out of 200,000 requests load balancing strategy, loads across replicas should be balwas forwarded. The remaining requests were all sent to di- anced shortly after imbalances are detected.
rectly to the server, i.e., all requests were running at their maxTo create this situation, four Latency test server replicas–
imum speed.
each with a dedicated CPU–were registered with TAO’s
7

load balancer during each effectiveness experiment. Eight
Latency test clients were then launched. Half the clients
issued requests at a higher rate than the other half. For example, the first client issued requests at a rate of ten requests
per-second, the second client issued requests at a rate of five
requests per-second, the third at ten requests per-second, etc.
The actual load was not important for this set of experiments.
Instead, it was the relative load on each replica that was important, i.e., a well balanced set of replicas should have relatively
similar loads, regardless of the actual values of the load.

the line representing the load on replica 4. In addition, note
that the same number of iterations were issued by each client.
Since some clients issued requests at a faster rate (10 Hz),
however, those clients completed their execution before the
clients with the lower request rates (5 Hz). This difference
in request rate accounts for the sudden drop in load half way
before the slower (i.e., low load) clients completed their execution.

 TAO’s adaptive load balancing strategy effectiveness:
This test demonstrated the benefits of an adaptive load balancing strategy. Therefore, we increased the load imposed by each
client and increased the number of iterations from 200,000 to
750,000. Four clients running at 100 Hz and another four running at 50 Hz were started and ended simultaneously.
Client request rates were increased to exaggerate load imbalance and to make the load balancing more obvious as it
progresses. It was necessary to increase the number of iterations in this experiment because of the higher client request
rates. If the number of iterations were capped at the 200,000
used in the overhead experiments in Section 3.2 this experiment could have ended before loads across the replicas were
balanced.
As Figure 9 illustrates, the loads across all four replicas fluc-

Effectiveness benchmark results: The results of the effectiveness tests are described below.

 Non-adaptive per-session load balancing effectiveness:
For this experiment, TAO’s load balancer was configured to
use its round-robin load balancing strategy. This strategy does
not perform any analysis on reported loads, but simply forwards client requests to a given replica. The client then continues to issue requests to the same replica over the lifetime of
that replica. The load balancer thus applies the non-adaptive
per-session strategy, i.e., it is only involved during the initial
client request.
Figure 8 illustrates the loads incurred on each of the
Latency server replicas using non-adaptive per-session load
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Figure 9: Effectiveness of Adaptive On-Demand Load Balancing

Figure 8: Effectiveness of Non-Adaptive Per-Session Load
tuated for a short period of time until an equilibrium load of
Balancing
150 Hz was reached.4 The initial load fluctuations result from
balancing. The results quantify the degree to which loads the load balancer periodically rebinding clients to less loaded
across replicas become unbalanced by using this strategy. replicas. By the time a given rebind completed, the replica
Since there is no feedback loop between the replicas and the load had become imbalanced, at which point the client was reload balancer, it is not possible to shift load from highly loaded bound to another replica. These initial fluctuations are typical
of the adaptive load balancing hazards.
replicas to less heavily loaded replicas.
Note that two of the replicas (3 and 4) had the same load.
The line representing the load on replica 3 is obscured by

4 The 150 Hz equilibrium load corresponds to one 100 Hz client and one
50 Hz client on each of the four replicas.
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The load balancer required several iterations to balance the
loads across the replicas, i.e., to stabilize. Had it not been for
the dampening built into TAO’s adaptive on-demand load balancing strategy, it is likely that replica loads would have oscillated for the duration of the experiment. Dampening prevents
the load balancer from basing its decisions on instantaneous
replica loads, and to use average loads instead.
It is instructive to compare the results in Figure 9 to the
non-adaptive per-session load balancing architecture results in
Figure 8. Loads in the non-adaptive approach remained imbalanced. Using the adaptive on-demand approach, the overhead
is minimized and loads remain balanced.
After it was obvious that the loads were balanced, i.e., equilibrium was reached, the experiment was terminated. This accounts for the uniform drops in load depicted in Figure 9. Contrast this to the non-uniform drops in load that occured in the
overhead experiments in Section 3.2, where clients were allowed to complete all iterations. In both cases, the number of
iterations is less important than the fact that the iterations were
executed to (1) illustrate the effects of load balancing and (2)
ensure that the overall results were not subject to transient effects, such as periodic execution of operating system tasks.
The actual time required to reach the equilibrium load depends greatly on the load balancing strategy. The example
above was based on a minimum dispersion strategy, which ensures that load differences fall within a certain tolerance, i.e., it
attempts to ensure that the average difference in load between
each replica is minimized. A more sophisticated adaptive load
balancing strategy could have been employed to improve the
time to reach equilibrium. Regardless of the complexity of
the adaptive load balancing strategy, these results show that
adaptive load balancing strategies can maintain balanced loads
across a given set of replicas.

middleware-based load balancing, but many concepts and patterns used in middleware-based load balancing also apply to
network-based and OS-based load balancing, as described below.
Network-based load balancing: Network-based load balancing implementations often make decisions based on the frequency with which a given location is accessed. The decision
of where to service a request can be made at various stages
along the path to its destination. For example, a router or DNS
server could decide where to send a request.
Network-based load balancing has the disadvantage that
load balancing decisions are based solely on the request target, which hampers flexibility greatly. However, recent developments in network-based load balancing do take advantage
of request content. These hybrid implementations [1] provide
finer-grained load analysis, which can improve load balancing
decisions. Nevertheless, the choice of metric used in load balancing decisions is still restricted to the frequency with which
a given target is accessed.
Unfortunately, frequency alone is not always an adequate
load metric since some requests may incur large loads on
the target host, e.g., when Web servers process CGI requests.
When combined with load balancing decisions based solely on
target access frequency, the increased loads from such requests
can degrade overall system performance. It is possible to analyze the content of each request to determine if it is a “high
load” request, but this requires a priori knowledge of the requests behavior, which may not be feasible in many distributed
computing systems.
OS-based load balancing: Some distributed operating systems, such as Chorus [17], can distribute processes transparently across remote OS endsystem nodes. Tools, such as GNU
Queue [18], run a service that allows a user to run remote processes as if they were run on the local machine, i.e., essentially transparently. Load balancing performed at this level
has the advantage that it can be implemented transparently to
applications. When loads are too high at their current location, running applications can be migrated to other nodes relatively transparently. As with the network-based architecture,
however, load balancing at this level makes it hard to choose
which metric to use when deciding where to move processes
since application-level metrics and policies are not available at
this level.

4 Related Work
This section outlines related research on load balancing and
describes how it compares and contrasts to our work on TAO’s
load balancing service. We first compare our middlewarebased load balancing strategies with work at other levels of
abstractions. Next, we describe how our work compares with
other research on CORBA-based load balancing.

Middleware-based load balancing: Middleware-based
load balancing implementations reside between the application and the OS/network. Middleware shields the application
from tedious and error-prone low-level OS complexities, while
also providing a powerful interface to make load balancing
at this level as transparent as possible, if not completely
transparent. Moreover, middleware can be implemented

4.1 Related Research on Load Balancing
As discussed in Section 1, load balancing mechanisms have
been implemented at various levels, such as in the network,
OS, and middleware. Some implementations, such as the Condor [15] and Beowulf [16] clustering systems combine aspects from multiple levels. This paper focuses primarily on
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with sufficient flexibility to overcome the disadvantages in
network-based and OS-based load balancing architectures.
CORBA is a prime example of a technology that provides
the following capabilities needed to implement an effective
load balancing service:

 Application developers can customize how their system
is load balanced without being restricted by the limited–
and often hard-coded–metrics available in network-based
and OS-based load balancing.
 Applications can select at run-time the metric(s) used in
load balancing decisions.
 New metrics can also be defined with relative ease by
separating interface from implementation, i.e., exposing
a consistent interface for each implementation. For example, a load monitoring component can be implemented
for a specific load metric, yet keep the load balancing service load metric neutral.
Moreover, a middleware-based load balancing service can
be used in conjunction with network- and OS-based load balancing facilities, which supports some interesting load balancing combinations. For example, if an application just needs to
balance load based on request frequency a middleware-based
load balancer can delegate load balancing tasks to the network or OS layers. Conversely, the middleware-based load
balancer itself could be load balanced at the network or OS
level, thereby providing additional network/host resources for
use by the middleware-based load balancer and other applications.
Other examples of middleware-based load balancing include some Web server implementations. Web servers can
forward HTTP requests [19] to any one of a number hosts that
replicate the target web page. Overall throughput can be increased using any of the load balancing approaches detailed in
this paper. The key is that the web server performs the HTTP
request load balancing.
The CORBA-based load balancing concepts detailed in this
paper are generally applicable to other middleware implementations, such as COM+ [20]. In fact, a middlewarebased load balancing service called Component Load Balancing (CLB) [21] is available from Microsoft for COM+ applications.

take direct advantage of request invocation information available within the POA when it makes load balancing decisions.
Moreover, middleware resources used by each object can also
be monitored directly via this design, as described in [22]. For
example, Inprise’s VisiBroker implements a similar strategy,
where Visibroker’s object adapter [23] creates object references that point to Visibroker’s Implementation Repository,
called the OSAgent, that plays both the role of an activation
daemon and a load balancer.
ORB-level techniques have the advantage that the amount
of indirection involved when balancing loads can be reduced
because load balancing mechanisms are closely coupled with
the ORB e.g., the length of communication paths is shortened.
However, ORB-level load balancing has the disadvantage that
it requires modifications to the ORB itself. Unless or until such modifications are adopted by the OMG, they will be
proprietary, which reduces their portability and interoperability. Therefore, TAO’s load balancing service does not rely on
ORB-level extensions or non-standard features.
TAO’s load balancing service does not require any modifications to the ORB core or object adapter. Instead, it takes
advantage of standard mechanisms in CORBA 2.X to implement adaptive load balancing. Like the Visibroker implementation and the strategies described in [22], TAO’s approach
is transparent to clients. Unlike the ORB-based approaches,
however, our implementation only uses standard CORBA features. Thus, it can be ported to any C++ CORBA ORB that
implements the CORBA 2.2 or newer specification.

Service-level: Load balancing can also be implemented as a
CORBA service. For example, the research reported in [24]
extends the CORBA Event Service to support both load balancing and fault tolerance. Their system builds a hierarchy of
event channels that fan out from event source suppliers to the
event sink consumers. Each event consumer is assigned to a
different leaf in the event channel hierarchy, and both fixed and
adaptive load balancing is performed to distribute consumers
evenly. In contrast, TAO’s load balancing service can be used
for application defined objects, as well as event services.
Various commercial CORBA implementations also provide
service-level load balancing. For example, IONA’s Orbix [25]
can perform load balancing using the CORBA Naming Service. Different replicas are returned to different clients when
they resolve an object. This design represents a typical non4.2 Related Work on CORBA-based Load Bal- adaptive per-session load balancer, which suffers from the disancing
advantages described in Section 2. BEA’s WebLogic [26] uses
a per-request load balancing strategy, also described in SecCORBA load balancing can be implemented at several levels
tion 2. In contrast, TAO’s load balancing service does not inin the OMG reference architecture, such as the following:
cur the per-request network overhead of the BEA strategy, yet
ORB-level: Load balancing can be implemented inside the can still adapt to dynamic changes in the load, unlike Orbix’s
ORB itself. For example, a load balancing implementation can load balancing service.
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5 Concluding Remarks

and its other CORBA services is freely available from URL
http://www.cs.wustl.edu/schmidt/TAO.html.
As network-centric computing becomes more pervasive and A paper describing the design of TAO’s load balancing service
applications become more distributed, the demand for greater appears in [28].
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